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My lords, I bring before you the fruits of my labor. The endeavor of identifying key
targets among this Brotherhood has proceeded as if Ashla and Bogan themselves
were guiding us. Praise be to the Seer who directed me towards this unsuspecting
pawn.

The target individual, Tali Sroka, a female Twi’lek of purple hue and in her
mid-thirties[1], appears to be a figure of some prominence within the Clan identified
as Arcona. She has attended several meetings involving prominent figures of Clan
leadership and is likely of at least middling seniority among them. A clear lack of
leadership or visually confirmed orders from her confound our ability to exactly
pinpoint her position within Clan hierarchy, though it is doubtful she would much
improve upon this lackluster performance in times of crisis.

In terms of personal combat prowess, she appears to favor lightsabers as no ranged
weaponry has been identified on her person during the observation period. During a
few altercations we managed to observe her in, she appears to favor the fifth form
combined with telekinetic attacks of some magnitude. Of note, she was observed
being able to wield her abilities via motions of her lekku.

Defensively, she relies on speed and agility to avoid projectiles, though if cornered or
needing to hold her ground will resort to rather durable barriers. She is, however, not
very resilient to actual damage and, much like all Twi’leks, susceptible to injury of
her lekku.

Psychologically, she appears to have a particular fondness towards children and their
mothers, often going out of her way to protect them. This would seem to be a most
exploitable weakness that could force her into an exposed position. We also observed
a rather strong and sudden reaction to a cave-bat, as seemingly merely the sound of
its wings was enough to put her visibly on edge. Although we cannot fully confirm
the nature of her phobia, it is likely she is not fond of parasites or pests of such
nature.

In comparison to most of the other targets our operation has observed, we deem Tali
Sroka to be of designation Mostly Harmless. She has several psychological



weaknesses that can be exploited, and her lack of command ability undermines our
enemies’ responses in times of crisis. Eliminating her as a priority might be unwise,
as she could do more harm to Arcona alive, than were she replaced by someone more
strategically competent.

I remain, as always, your most humble servant.

V. But’te�
Adept Vermillion Bu’tten
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